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It is a movie in Tamil language directed by Mohan Kadhalai with music composed by L.Shanmugam. The cast and crew consist of Mohan
Kadhalai, Ramanaa, Raja, D. B. S., K. S. Chithra, Vatsala Rama. The movie is released on 1 May 2008 and became a box office success. This is
one of the very rare cases of Tamil movies being influenced by Kannada language. The director has got tremendous success with his Kannada
language movies as well as with the movie Siruthai and has got several credits to his name for Tamil movies. The makers claims that the film
is inspired by the Tamil movie, Raja Raja Chozhan. The movie is about a well-known Tamil actor who travels to Bhutan and meets a girl. The
Times of India rated the film as average. The Times of India rated the film as average and praised the music and the film's soundtrack. New
Straits Times rated the film as average. New Straits Times rated the film as average and wrote the film was "extremely predictable". The
Indian Express rated the film as average. The Indian Express rated the film as average and wrote the film was "unremarkable". Sify rated the
film as average and wrote "Roobai is a diamond in the rough, but Mohan Kadhalai, the director, has seen such films a million times before,
and he hasn't come up with anything fresh". Rediff.com rated the film as average and wrote "All the ingredients seem to be there for a hit but
they simply aren't right." Behindwoods rated the film as average. Behindwoods rated the film as average and wrote "Lacks originality but is a
mindless entertainer. Dhanush's performance helps it a bit." Sify rated the film as average. Sify rated the film as average and wrote "Kadhalai
is a perfect example of how Kannada films are being brought to Tamil". Firstpost rated the film as average. Firstpost rated the film as average
and wrote "He has done a similar movie, Siruthai, in Kannada earlier and it was the Kannada version that gave it a localised punch and added
value". TNM rated the film as average. TNM rated the film as average and wrote "Roobai is a lost
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